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			WHAT DO YOU NEED?	Standard Cataract Surgery
	Your vision is becoming cloudy, blurred and dull


	Premium Cataract Surgery
	You have cataracts AND find reading glasses an inconvenience


	Lens Replacement
	Youâ€™re over 45 and would love to read again without glasses


	Glaucoma Treatment
	Youâ€™ve been diagnosed or at high risk of glaucoma








	EYE CONDITIONS & TREATMENTS	Treatment Overview
	What we do
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	About cataracts
	Standard cataract surgery
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	Premium lenses
	YAG laser capsulotomy


	Refractive Errors
	About refractive errors
	Lens replacement
	Premium lenses
	YAG laser capsulotomy


	Glaucoma
	About glaucoma
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	Glaucoma laser treatment
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			Get better visionDan Nguyen2024-03-17T20:05:09+00:00						
				Hello, I’m Dan Nguyen! I help people restore and protect their vision

Stop waiting for eye treatment and start living again today!


TAKE SUITABILITY SELF-TEST


Book a free video appointment
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Hello, I’m Dan Nguyen! I help people restore and protect their vision

Stop waiting for eye treatment in this frustrating post-lockdown world. Start living again today!


TAKE SUITABILITY SELF-TEST


Book a free video appointment
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You donâ€™t need to live with poor vision


3 easy steps to sort out your vision
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Get in touch


Waiting for treatment is frustrating. I can help you avoid the long waiting lists and start living with better vision today. The first step is to give our friendly team a call on 07399 311938Â or book an appointment online now.
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Weâ€™ll meet


At your appointment, Iâ€™ll answer your questions and give you a personalised recommendation based on your needs and lifestyle.
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Start living


Iâ€™ll be with you every step of the way as you move forward with your life with better vision.










My patients across Northwest England and North Wales are beating the eye treatment queues


Hear how they stopped waiting and started living again
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â€œMy vision has improved tremendously, and itâ€™s like having HDTV installed! Once again, many thanks.â€�




Mr PL

[image: A portrait representing Mrs. G.E., a patient of Dan Nguyen Ophthalmologist, who underwent cataract eye surgery]
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â€œTo Mr Nguyen, Thank you so very much, the berries are very red, as are the traffic lightsâ€¦and I can see my catâ€™s whiskers!â€�


Mrs GE
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â€œI never thought I would describe eye surgery as a pleasant experience, but it was; you are a gifted person. I am sure you have heard this many times before, but the contrast before and after such a short surgery is truly remarkable.â€�


Mr MH

[image: A portrait representing Mrs. L.B., a patient of Dan Nguyen Ophthalmologist, who underwent cataract eye surgery]
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â€œI never imagined the difference it would make, black and grey cows now look black and white! Such an amazing difference. I consider, we, as human beings are very privileged to be able to have this treatment.â€�


Mrs LB
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â€œI cannot thank you enough for the care and attention given to me during my recent cataract removals. As someone of a somewhat nervous disposition, you made the whole experience less stressful than otherwise it might have been.â€�


Mrs MF
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â€œIt is now just over a year since you carried out the procedure on my second eye. I still awake in wonder each morning when I wake and can see clearly.â€�




Mr BC
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â€œThank you for the new lens you fitted to my right eye. I cannot believe how much better my vision is â€“ massive improvement for driving.â€�


Mr BF
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â€œI was facing the possibility of being unable to drive because of poor vision, but now, after 70 plus years of wearing spectacles, I no longer need them! Amazing! Added to that, my snooker has improved enormously!â€�




Mr DV
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â€œThe miraculous improvement from my extreme short-sightedness coupled with cataracts in both eyes is a massive life change, and I am enormously grateful to you all. I wish to thank you most sincerely for all the expertise, care and kindness shown to me.â€�




Mrs CJ
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â€œFrom my initial consultation through to walking out the door following surgery, I found the whole process to be fantastic and could not have wished for a nicer experience.â€�




Mr SC
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â€œI am very pleased to say my eyesight is so much better. I am so delighted that I can see very clearly again, no blurred vision at all. Itâ€™s brilliant.â€�




Mrs ML
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â€œI am writing to thank you and your wonderful team in enabling me to see a world that I almost forgot existed. The vibrancy of colour and brightness are a joy to behold.â€�




Mrs CS





We have replaced the images of real patients who

provided these testimonials to protect their privacy.







Who can my treatments help?


Which of these people below sounds most like you?
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Your vision is becoming cloudy, blurred and dull or youâ€™ve already been diagnosed with cataracts


Your glasses served you well up until the arrival of cataracts. Now youâ€™d simply like to be rid of them with private cataract surgery so you can enjoy clear vision again.

I can help you.

Book a free video appointment today and Iâ€™ll help you restore your vision so you can resume life with your favourite pair of glasses.
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You have cataracts AND find reading glasses an inconvenience


Youâ€™ve put up with the hassle of glasses, but now you have cataracts to contend with.

I can help you.

Book a free video appointment today, and Iâ€™ll help you discover a treatment that not only treats cataracts but removes your dependence on glasses too!
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Youâ€™re over 50 and would love to read again without glasses


The arrival of presbyopia is a not-so-subtle reminder that youâ€™ve reached a different stage in your life.

I can help you.

Book a free video appointment today, and Iâ€™ll show you how you can remove the inconvenience of glasses (and, as a bonus, youâ€™ll preempt the need for future cataract surgery.)
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Youâ€™ve been diagnosed with, or at high risk of glaucoma, a sight-threatening condition


Being told you have glaucoma or knowing youâ€™re at higher risk can be very daunting indeed. The prospect of losing your vision is stressful enough without the added pressures of long treatment waitlists or delayed appointments.

I can help you.

Book a free video appointment today to gain the peace of mind that youâ€™ve protected your sight from degradation or future blindness.







Discover if you can stop waiting & start living with better vision


Waiting for eye treatment is frustrating. Book a free video appointment today, and Iâ€™ll help you move forward with your life


TAKE SUITABILITY SELF-TEST


Book a free video appointment








My answers to your most frequently asked questions


Learn everything you want to know about my eye treatments so you can feel comfortable booking an appointment
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														Floaters after cataract surgery: Is it normal?
			
								
		
								
								
		
						
	








	

	Floaters after cataract surgery: Is it normal?

Floaters after cataract surgery? Totally normal! While they can be pesky, they're often harmless. Keep an eye on any changes in your vision, though. If something seems off, reach out to your eye doctor ASAP.


Read More
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														Simon’s story: “I can finally do the things I love with clear vision!”
			
								
		
								
								
		
						
	








	

	Simon’s story: “I can finally do the things I love with clear vision!”

Simon's Vision Quest: From Cataracts to Clarity Ever wondered what it's like to regain crystal-clear vision after years of struggle? Meet Simon, an IT consultant whose life was turned upside down by cataracts. His journey from blurred vision on the golf course to HD clarity is nothing short of remarkable. Don't miss this eye-opening read! Click the link to explore Simon's journey to a brighter, clearer world. 


Read More
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														Alison’s story: “I no longer need reading glasses!”
			
								
		
								
								
		
						
	








	

	Alison’s story: “I no longer need reading glasses!”

Discover Alison's Inspiring Journey to Clarity! Alison, a senior cabin crew member, shares her transformative experience of overcoming the daily hassles of reading glasses and embracing a life of clear vision. Don't let glasses hold you back from living your best life!


Read More
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Watch our patients describe their journey to better vision


Our patients explain how their lives have changed after treatment
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Affiliations and Memberships


We are proud to be a part of these professional bodies
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Meet Mr Dan Nguyen,


MBChB MBA FRCOphth FRANZCO

Consultant Eye Surgeon




Hello, I’m Dan Nguyen!


I’m your guide to better vision. In times when long waiting lists and unclear options are the norm, it’s easy to feel stuck and worried about your eye health. Don’t let that hold you back. I’m here to show you that you can skip the endless queues and make real progress. Remember, you’re unique, not just another name on a list. Every patient I see receives top-notch care, tailored to their specific needs and lifestyle. Once you’ve had your treatment, you’ll be able to embrace a life that’s vivid, colourful, and just the way you like it. So what are you waiting for? Stop waiting and start living!

LEARN MORE >>






Avoid missing out on the best type of cataract surgery for you by knowing all your options


Many people have cataract surgery without knowing they have a choice. Take this 2 min quiz to ensure you donâ€™t miss out by choosing the best cataract procedure for your lifestyle


TAKE SUITABILITY SELF-TEST






							

												

	
						
					
  
				  
				
				
								
					How to find me


Wrexham
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Cheshire
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How to reach me


Call us on: 07399 311938

E-Mail


Wrexham


Technology Park, 
Spire Yale Hospital,
Croesnewydd Road, Wrexham, LL137YPT




Cheshire


Spire Regency Hospital

West Street,

Macclesfield,

Cheshire SK11 8DW

The Wilmslow Hospital

52-54 Alderley Road,

Wilmslow,

Cheshire SK9 1NY

The Grosvenor Hospital

3 Wrexham Road,

Chester CH4 7QP




Manchester

Face and EyeÂ 

2 Gibwood Rd,

Northenden,

Wythenshawe,

Manchester,

M22 4BT


Bangor


North Wales Eye Correction Centre

197 High Street,

Bangor,

LL57 1NU








My most popular procedures


	Cataract surgery

	Premium cataract surgery

	Lens replacement

	Glaucoma treatment



Have a question?


	Blog & FAQs




Stop waiting & start living with better vision


Waiting for eye treatment is frustrating. Book a free video appointment today, and Iâ€™ll help you beat treatment queues so you can move forward with your life


Book a free video appointment
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			We use cookies to personalise content and ads, to provide social media features and to analyse our traffic. We also share information about your use of our site with our social media, advertising and analytics partners who may combine it with other information that youâ€™ve provided to them or that theyâ€™ve collected from your use of their services.
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				Privacy Overview
				
					This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may affect your browsing experience.
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									These cookies are essential to enable you to use the website effectively, such as when buying a product and / or service, and therefore cannot be turned off. Without these cookies, the services available to you on our website cannot be provided. These cookies do not gather information about you that could be used for marketing or remembering where you have been on the internet.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-analytics	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Analytics".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-functional	11 months	The cookie is set by GDPR cookie consent to record the user consent for the cookies in the category "Functional".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-necessary	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookies is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Necessary".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-others	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Other.
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-performance	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Performance".
	viewed_cookie_policy	11 months	The cookie is set by the GDPR Cookie Consent plugin and is used to store whether or not user has consented to the use of cookies. It does not store any personal data.
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									Analytical cookies are used to understand how visitors interact with the website. These cookies help provide information on metrics the number of visitors, bounce rate, traffic source, etc.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	_dc_gtm_UA-#	1 day	Used by Google Tag Manager to control the loading of a Google Analytics script tag.
	_ga	2 years	Registers a unique ID that is used to generate statistical data on how the visitor uses the website.
	_gid	1 day	Registers a unique ID that is used to generate statistical data on how the visitor uses the website.
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									Advertisement cookies are used to provide visitors with relevant ads and marketing campaigns. These cookies track visitors across websites and collect information to provide customized ads.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	_fbp	3 months	Used by Facebook to deliver a series of advertisement products such as real-time bidding from third-party advertisers.
	_gcl_au	30 days	This cookie is used by Google Adsense to store and track conversions.
	fr	3 months	Used by Facebook to deliver a series of advertisement products such as real-time bidding from third-party advertisers.
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